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Abstract
The EconoPACK+ module offers a new standard package for high power IGBTs. The modular
driver concept presented in this paper - based on only three sub-components – allows the use
of EconoPACK+ in practically all possible configurations beginning with a three-phase
application with a single module through half-bridge and full-bridge applications to parallel
connection of several half-bridge legs in their all possible variations. The drivers are based on
the SCALE technology and implement all functions required in today’s industrial applications
such as: galvanic isolation, over-current and short-circuit protection, over-voltage protection,
etc.

Introduction
The econoPACK+ module developed recently
by eupec is the new six-pack package for
IGBTs that will be also offered on license by
two other Japanese manufacturers. In this way
a new industry standard for high-power IGBT
modules has become available /1/, /2/. Using
just one six-pack module one can realize,
depending on the operating parameters such as
input voltage, switching frequency and cooling,
inverter stages with power levels between
50kW and 200kW. Through the parallel
connection of several modules or complete
power converters it is then possible to realize
equipment in the power range of MW.

Dedicated to these new modules a novel driver
concept was developed that is based on the
SCALE technology (SCALE = Scaleable,
Compact, All purpose, Low cost, Easy to use)
/3/. The concept is very flexible and allows to
build any required driver solution for arbitrary
count of modules and any configuration. This is
done using simple Plug & Play principle, which
means that the driver is a complete unit
adjusted both electrically and mechanically to
the specific IGBT module so that the user has
to plug it only on the module. Within seconds
the IGBT module is converted in an IPM
(Intelligent Power Module) without any
engineering effort from the user.

The first conception
In the early development phase a single board
solution was designed as shown in Fig. 1. At
the first glance this approach seems to offer few
advantages. It is surely easy to manufacture,
convenient to test and also easy to use.
Compared with solutions consisting of multiple
units it should be clearly less expensive.
Furthermore, better immunity to severe
environmental conditions such as vibration and
shock would be expected.
Fig. 1.   Single PCB solution (first conception).
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Unfortunately, the advantages mentioned
above are overbalanced by the number of
drawbacks that became visible only during the
tests of prototypes. Though some of these
drawbacks could be solved the whole concept
was abandoned as some fundamental
requirements explained below could not be yet
satisfied.

1) Because of the restricted room on the PCB
it was not possible to fulfil the requirements
for creepage distances as per UL standard
for 1700V module versions.

2) The galvanic separation between control
electronics and power stage was realized
on one PCB, which was mounted directly
on the IGBT module. This means that in a
case of possible explosion of the module an
electrical connection through the plasma,
created under such circumstances, could
occur between the dc-link circuit and the
logic signals of the control electronic.

For all module types with different current and
voltage classes there was necessity to realize
different assembly versions, which would be
very inconvenient for production and logistic. In
addition every possible configuration of the
parallel connection of modules would require
further versions of the driver cards. Finally
including also differences between parameters
of modules from different suppliers (due to
different technology) results in huge variety of
versions and adaptations, which is very difficult
to manage.

The modular driver concept
The ideal solution to the all above problems
could be found only when the driver module
was divided into more functional sub-units,
each realized on separate PCB. In fact, in each
case two out of total three PCBs depending on
the configuration of the power stage will be
implemented. For each application and
independent on the circuit topology there will be
just one basic board mounted directly on the
econoPACK+ module. This board contains all
individual components (necessary for
adaptation of the driver to particular IGBT
module or application circuit) and all „hot“
components needed for the monitoring of Vce
voltage and the Active Clamping circuitry (refer
to Fig. 2). As this board consists of conventional
through-hole components only it allows if
needed special modifications or versions to be
realized directly by the user.
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Fig. 2   Driver Module and Base Plate.

The proper driver card will be then plugged on
this basic board. Depending upon topology of
the power stage this card was realized in two
following versions, one in dual (half-bridge)
arrangement and the other in the six-pack
(three-phase bridge) configuration. All
disadvantages of the single board solution can
be so eliminated. The basic board protects the
proper driver card in the case of module
explosion (see Fig. 3). If demanded additional
metal sheet shield can be placed between the
two boards to further improve this function (see
Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3   Modular driver (without shield).
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Fig. 4   Modular driver (with shield).

The two different driver card types (dual- and
six-pack version) allow to realize five different
power stage configurations as shown in the
Table 1.



Topology EconoPACK+-Module Current per leg Driver configuration

3-phase-bridge

+
-

Driver board

1 * I(module) 1 * Six-pack-driver

Half-bridge

+
-

Driver board

X 3 * I(module) 1 * Dual-driver

Full-bridge

+
-

Driver board Driver board

X Y 3 * I(module) 2 * Dual-driver

3-phase-bridge

+
-

Driver board Driver board

2 * I(module) 3 * Dual-driver

3-phase-bridge U V W

+
-

Driver board Driver board Driver board

3 * I(module) 3 * Dual-driver

Table 1.   Possible power stage configurations with the dual and six-pack drivers.

As seen from Table 1 the six-pack driver
configuration is employed only in one case
namely, when a single econoPACK+ module is
used in the three-phase bridge topology.

If all three legs of the EconoPACK+ module are
connected in parallel then the half-bridge
configuration results with the triple current
capabilities of one phase. This application
requires the dual-driver version. It is capable to
drive up to three IGBTs per switch in parallel.

To build a full-bridge configuration two
econoPACK+ modules and two dual-drivers are
needed.

As it is clear from Table 1 with one dual-driver
one can drive either two or three legs of the
econoPACK+ modules. Maximally one can
connect in parallel all three legs of the module
which means that for 450A modules maximum
dc current of 1350A per phase can be
achieved. Since the econoPACK+ modules are
available for different current levels from 150A
to 450A and two voltage classes of 1200V and
1700V one can realize with the five basic
configurations power converters with dc

currents in the range from 150A to 1350A per
leg.

Further extension of the power range can be
obtained by the following measures.

Option A. Parallel connection of complete
power converters

Option B. „Hard“ parallel connection of more
econoPACK+ modules

The option A is in principle relatively simple to
realize. Taking into account even small output
inductances that result only from cabling
between the stacks one can increase the total
output power practically without restrictions. So
by connecting in parallel a number of well
designed and tested power converters (modular
stacks /4/) one can build systems for almost
arbitrary high power level (see Fig.5).

The „hard“ parallel connection as in option B
means that more than three legs of one IGBT
module, for example six legs of two modules,
will be connected in parallel directly on the
module terminals. To make such configuration
working requires special measures that could
equalize the current and heat distribution



between the modules. This is quite challenging
task that will be not addressed in this
contribution.
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Fig. 5.   Increase of total system power by
parallel connection of complete power stacks.

Additional functions of the driver
Obviously the new drivers for econoPACK+
modules offer also all functions of the whole
SCALE driver family:

� Electrically isolated drive signal
� Electrically isolated status acknowledgement
� Short-circuit and overcurrent protection
� High gate current for fast switching slopes
� Switching frequency DC to 20kHz ...60kHz *)
� Duty cycle: 0... 100%
� High dv/dt and noise immunity
� Extremely reliable, long service life
� integrated DC/DC converter
� Monitoring of power supply
� Low cost
� Complete solution
*) = depends of the IGBT module type

An extensive description of the above functions
is provided in /3/.

In addition to that the drivers for econoPACK+
modules will be equipped with the so called
Active Clamping circuitry, that is shown in
simplified form in the Fig. 6. The goal of this
circuit is the protection of the IGBT from
possible over-voltages that can occur under
some extreme conditions such as turn-off from
over-load or short-circuit. A more detailled
description of the Active Clamping features is
provided in /5/, /6/ and  /7/.
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Fig. 6   Active Clamping principle.

Summary
The modular driver concept for econoPACK+
modules was presented. With only one version
of the basic board and two versions of the
driver card all practical topologies implementing
econoPACK+ module can be covered. The
presented drivers are complete Plug & Play
solutions and contain all functions, which are
necessary for today‘s industrial applications,
including the Active Clamping function
protecting the IGBT from dangerous over-
voltages. This new solution enables to develop
reliable high power inverters in very short time.
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